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Dismantling cigarette lighter Ford Focus Mk1
Hello everyone,
I read different advice for dismantling the cigarette lighter and everywhere everyone wrote that you should fold the
lamina inside and everything comes easily. Unfortunately this is a very difficult operation to remove the the cigarette
lighter.
I tried to do it a long time and nothing has worked. In the end, I thought I would do it myself, and it worked.
Below the tutorial I'll show you how to remove the lighter. I practiced on the removed the center console. Also on
established should not be a problem.
To perform well do the whole in sequence these steps:
1) remove the radio bezel
2) Remove the ashtray
3) Remove the radio and rely on the tunnel, so you do not need to disconnect it
4) Unplug the cables from the the cigarette lighter and light bulbs
5) Small flat screwdriver to pry one side of the cigarette lighter, at the same time with the other hand try to push the
lighter from the back to the front (in the direction of the seats). Then pry the other side, and there is no problem,
everything goes nicely.
The duration is about two minutes.
Required tools:
- Flat small screwdriver

Let's get started!
Description and photos on the next page.

Using flat screwdriver, press the green plastic visible from inside the cigarette lighter (picture below), and the other
hand try to push out of from the back of the lighter to us.

Cigarette lighter still pushed out, screwdriver postpone now to the other side. Now press here into the plastic, then it
shoul come out.

Now cigarette lighter cames out, even though it was firmly seated. Now we have plastic.

It should be at the top with a screwdriver press the plastic protruding, to remove towards the opening lighter.

Plastics now came to us in our direction and ready.

I hope that I helped someone because I spent a lot of time to remove cigarette lighter.
Thanks and best regards
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